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Abstract: Twitter is one of the popular social networking sites which allow the users to express their opinion on various topics like politics, sports, stock market, entertainment etc. It is one of the fastest means of conveying information. It highly influences people’s perspective. So it is necessary that tweets are sent by genuine users and not by twitter bots. A twitter bot sends spam messages. Therefore detecting of bots helps to identify spam messages. This paper proposes an approach to detect the twitter bots using machine learning algorithms. We compare Decision tree, Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Random Forest and Bag of Words.
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1. Introduction

Twitter is one of the most rapidly growing social networking sites. It allows users to share news, talk about their opinions and discuss current affairs. The users can follow people with similar interests or opinions. The users can instantly send tweets to their followers. The information can reach larger people by the means of re-tweeting. The tweets increase spontaneously during live events like sports or award shows. Twitter can be accessed using smartphones or computers. Paid promotions can be done resulting in large revenue generation and also to increase the sales of the products. Twitter enables students to gain additional information about the topics taught in the class. The message which is shared with the followers is called tweet. The tweet should be concise and can have a maximum length of 140 characters. Hashtag (#) is used to find and follow a particular topic. When a hashtag is popular it becomes a trending topic. The links in twitter are bi-directional; where user may have followees and followers. In Twitter if you follow someone then you can see all their tweets if the account is public, this doesn’t mean that he/she can see your tweets. If someone follows you back then he/she can see your tweets.

Users receive many tweets in which some of them are from bots. Detecting bots is necessary to identify the fake users and to protect the genuine users from misinformation and malicious intents. Twitter bot is software that sends tweets automatically to users. Bots are designed for doing activities such as spamming. The malicious intent of Twitter bots are: 1) To spread rumors and false news. 2) To defame someone’s character. 3) False communications are created to steal credentials. 4) Users are misdirected towards fake web sites. 5) To change thoughts of an individual or group example influencing popularity.

We are using dataset from Kaggle. It contains attributes like number of followers, friends, location, screen name (used to communicate online), verified (if the user is authenticated), favorite (used for liked tweets), url, id, description, listed count. Features are extracted based on spearman correlation coefficient. The data set is trained to identify bots. We are implementing Decision Tree, Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Random Forest and Bag of Words. The algorithm with highest accuracy is used to test real time data.

2. Literature Review

Several works have been done in Twitter Bot Detection. The methods and work done is presented below:

Fake identities created by humans or bots are detected using machine learning models which are dependent on engineered features. It was evaluated whether readily available and engineered features that are used for the successful detection, using machine learning models, of fake identities created by bots or computers can be used to detect fake identities created by humans. Supervised machine learning algorithms require a dataset of features with a label classifying each row or outcome. Features are thus the input used by supervised machine learning models to predict an outcome. These features can be the attributes found via APIs that describes a single piece of information about an SMP account, like the number of friends. The predictive results from the trained machine learning models only yielded a best F1 score of 49.75%. The machine learning models were trained to use engineered features without relying on behavioral data [1].

Content polluters, or bots that hijack a conversation for political or advertising purposes are a known problem for event prediction, election forecasting and when distinguishing real news from fake news in social media data. Identifying this type of bot is particularly challenging. Content polluters are bots that attempt to subvert a genuine discussion by hijacking it for political or advertising purposes. Methods were developed to identify social bots in data using only partial information about the user and their tweet history, in real time. They investigated two characteristics of tweets i.e. temporal information and message diversity. It was found that content polluters in this dataset often timed their tweets together. By analysing the temporal patterns one could infer the presence of bot accounts. It was also found that bots used a small set of URLs in their tweets [2].
Twitter users have started to buy fake followers of their accounts. This can lead to twitter spam. Based on an account, it was manually verified 13000 purchased fake followers and 5386 genuine followers. Then a number of characteristics were identified that distinguish fake and genuine followers. These were used as attributes to machine learning algorithms to classify users as fake or genuine. To verify that these attributes are indeed useful to distinguish between fake followers’ accounts and genuine users’ accounts, they presented the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the six attributes [3]. Detecting bots is necessary to identify the fake users or bad users and to protect the genuine users from misinformation and malicious intents. Twelve features are generated which available in bot repository dataset such as followers count, friends count, etc., using statistic derivation. Other features as number of hash tags per tweet, favourite count per tweet, number of urls per tweet are calculated by aggregating over users. Logical regression, neural network and gradient-boosted. The problem of classifying users as bot or human in a twitter they found by comparing the performance of these three approaches gradient boosted has high accuracy [4].

There are three types of users sybils, trusted and honest. Sybil accounts are the multiple accounts controlled by an adversary. Here the honest and Sybil regions are sparsely connected and Sybils have small number of connections to honest users. By large connections the Sybil communities create a fake trustworthy impression on honest members of the Online Social Network. By making a study on profiling human and bot, the difference among them was observed in terms of tweet content, tweeting behavior, and account properties like external URL ratio [5].

The correlated Twitter accounts were identified using cross correlated activities and no labeled data unlike the existing bot detection techniques. This method is 94% accurate and detect bots successfully [6].

Studies had shown that most of the spam messages were automatically produced by bots. Therefore bot spammer detection reduces the spam messages. Time level entropy and tweet similarity were used as criteria for spammer detection. Precision, recall and f-measure of this method resulted in 85%,94% and 90% respectively[7].

Twitter bots that is platform or topic feed comprise 9% of the tweets. For each account number of tweets, followers, followees and date of the first and last tweet were identified. Average tweets per day was calculated to compare the average tweeting activity. Bot or not score on a scale from 0-100% indicates probability of twitter account to be a human or social bot. Bot or not considers appearance of tweets, re-tweets and mentions, tweet contents and sentiments. 84% of the 51 accounts were platform feeds, topic feeds and selective accounts appeared 4 times. Platform and topic feeds produced 4.6 and 7.1 tweets per account per day. Selective accounts tweeted much lesser than automated accounts that is 2.2 tweets per day [8].

3. Proposed System and Methodology

The block diagram of our system is shown in figure 1 and 2.

Figure 1: Training of the dataset

Figure 2: Prediction of Real-time data

The train data has many attributes. The required features are extracted using Spearman correlation method. Three learning models are built namely, Naïve Bayes algorithm, Decision Tree, Random Forest and Bag of words. The best learning model is applied on real-time data as shown in figure 1 and 2. The data is preprocessed and null values are removed using pandas (tool for preprocessing). The dataset is trained and the testing dataset is the real-time data on Twitter. The output is in the form of 0 or 1(1 indicating that it is a bot and 0 indicating that it is not a bot).

4. Implementation

This gives a brief description about implementation details of the system in terms of algorithms. Four algorithms are implemented namely, Decision Tree, Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Random Forest and Bag of Words.

Decision Tree

Algorithm 1 shows the implementation details of Decision Tree algorithm. Require: detects bots based on number of followers, friends, screen name, description, location and verified #tag

Ensure: Converts the above feature into binary values.

1) Whole training set is considered as root.
2) Information gain is used to choose which attribute to label each node with
3) Recursively construct each subtree on the training instance that would be classified down the path of the tree.
4) If all positive or negative instances remain label that node “yes” or “no” accordingly
5) If no attributes remain, label with majority vote is left at that node
6) If no instances remain, label with a majority vote of the
Multinomial Naive Bayes
Algorithm 2 shows the implementation details for Multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm. Require: System detects bots based on number of followers, friends, screen name, description, location and verified.
Ensure: Converts the above feature into binary values.
Hypothesis is the given account is bot.
1) \( P(h|d) \) is the probability of hypothesis \( h \) given the data \( d \).
2) \( P(d|h) \) is the probability of data \( d \) given that the hypothesis \( h \) was true.
3) \( P(h) \) is the probability of hypothesis \( h \) being true.
4) \( P(d) \) is the probability of the data (regardless of the hypothesis).
5) \( P(h|d) = \frac{P(d|h) \times P(h)}{P(d)} \) return \( P(hjd) \).

Random Forest
Algorithm 3 shows the implementation details for detecting bots using Random Forest algorithm. Require: System detects bots based on number of followers, friends, screen name, description, location and verified.
Ensure: Converts the above feature into binary values.
1) Randomly select “k” features in given m features
2) Among “k” features calculate node d using best split point
3) Split the node into daughter nodes using best split point
4) Repeat 1 to 3 until “l” number of nodes has reached
5) Forest is built by repeating steps 1 to 4 “n” times to create “n” number of trees to give random forest
6) Use each tree on the test feature and store outcome
7) Calculate votes for each predicted outcome
8) Consider highest voted outcome as the final prediction

Bag of Words
Algorithm 4 shows the implementation details for detecting bots using Bag of Words algorithm. Require: detects bots based on number of followers, friends, screen name, description, location and verified.
Ensure: Converts the above feature into binary values
1) Data is collected about the known bot accounts
2) Vocabulary is designed. It consists of single word, 2 or more words. Hash representation is used.
3) Test data is compared with the vocabulary and stored as a binary vector
4) Scoring methods include counting number of times the word has appeared and frequency that each word appears in a document out of all the words in the document.

5. Results and Discussion
In ROC curves, true positive rate is plotted against false positive rate distinguishing between classes. The train dataset is split into 70% train data and 30% test data. True positive is the one that correctly identifies the true values. False positive is the one falsely identifies the true values as false.

The accuracy for train data using Decision Tree algorithm is 88.70% and for test data is 87.85% as shown in the figure 3.

The accuracy for train data using Multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm is 67.69% and for test data is 69.76% as shown in the figure 4.

The accuracy for train data using Random Forest algorithm is 87.58% and for test data is 86.19% as shown in the figure 5.
The accuracy for train data using Bag of words algorithm is 97.07% and for test data is 95.24% as shown in the figure 6.

### Table 1: Performance Comparison of All Algorithms Implemented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Algorithm Name</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>87.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Multinomial Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>69.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>86.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bag of Words</td>
<td>95.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results as in table 1 show that Bag of Words performs with highest accuracy of 92% in bot detection.

### 6. Conclusion

In our paper, we proposed an algorithm which detects Twitter bots. Bag of words algorithm was found to be the best learning model with an accuracy of 96.7% for train data 96.65% for test data in comparison to Decision Tree, Multinomial Naïve Bayes and Random Forest. Hence Bag of words algorithm was applied on real-time data and the Twitter bots were successfully identified.
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